[Clinical and instrumental diagnosis of cardiac affection in patients with toxic diphtheria].
To specify myocardial affection in adult patients with toxic diphtheria (TD). Along with routine clinical examination 150 patients with toxic diphtheria underwent ECG, echo-CG and biochemical tests. 22, 81, 26, 14 and 7 patients had subtoxic TD, toxic form of the first degree, second degree, third degree and hemorrhagic TD, respectively. Myocardial impairment in TD develops very early, but is diagnosed in different time depending on the diagnostic technique. Early signs of myocardial involvement are activation of cardiospecific enzymes and echo-CG changes. Poor myocardial prognosis in TD is predetermined by progressive cardiac failure (primarily right ventricular), marked conduction disorders, diminished contractility, hyper- or hypoactivity of cardiospecific enzymes. The knowledge of myocardial affection variants in TD enables the clinician not only to predict the disease course but to conduct more adequate therapy resultant in less numerous lethal outcomes of toxic TD.